Minutes
CRU January 28, 2014 meeting
12 PM
Attended:


I. Introduction
- Activity Summary – 200 open protocols approved by the IRB (43 full IRB committee review)
- Patient safety update – none
- Approval of 12/17/2013 minutes Approved by Dan Barboriak

II. Review of Approved projects (no seed fund requests or issues)
L Ho, Pro00051465, Carotid Doppler Ultrasound in Patients with a Left Ventricular Assist device: Imaging Features and a Review of the Literature, retrospective

L Ho, Pro00051426, Can a dual energy CT improve differentiation of benign and malignant adrenal masses?, retrospective

S Borges-Neto, Pro00051406, Survival and Response of Patients with Metastatic Carcinoid and Pheochromocytoma Treated with I-131 MIBG, retrospective

E Vinson, Pro00050891, MR imaging correlation for loss of knee extension on physical examination in the setting of anterior cruciate ligament tears., retrospective

L Ho, Pro00050400, Autoimmune Cholangiopathy: Imaging Features and Review of the Literature, retrospective

M Bashir, Pro00052040, MR multi-arterial acquisition technique for differentiating between clear cell renal cell carcinoma (RCC) from solid enhancing renal lesions, retrospective

No comments

III. Research database wikisite
Progress report – Steve Shipes Explanation of progress by Dan B and Steve

IV. Seed funds general discussion
- Seed funds proposal discussion Dan B will be speaking with Erik Paulson to determine when these changes will be in place.
Flow sheet for PIs – in progress *Dan B will present this and other CRU developments at the February faculty meeting.*

V. **Prospective Studies for Discussion and Vote**

J Provenzale, Pro00039982, Comparison of Power Injection versus Hand Injection of Administering Contrast Media in MR Perfusion Imaging (Bayer), waiting for response from Bayer – *Bayer is transitioning to a new cost system (includes a delay for pro00051412).*

R Gupta, Pro00051412, Quantitative Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DCE-MRI) of bone marrow in Acute Myeloid Leukemia: Correlation of perfusion parameters and bone marrow biopsy, prospective, Bayer Healthcare – *Dr. Gupta needs to respond to questions from Dan B in eIRB prior to approval:*

1. Clarify which of the 3 scans are SOC and which are research-specific
2. State what occurs for incidental findings
3. Is the incentive to come back large enough – how many do you think will return for the research scan?
4. Can the research scan be done on CAMRD? If not provide justification.

1. NK Chen, Pro00050744, High-resolution abdominal MR imaging, retrospective, Funding?
   *Clarify if the study is exploratory or if there will be any statistical analysis. This should be explicitly stated in the protocol.*

VI. **Seed Fund Requests**

D Marin, Pro00051905, Development of an Accurate Renal Phantom for Quantitative Validation of Dual Energy CT Techniques; exempt
*The PI will need to include 15% indirect costs in the total amount requested*

VII. **Quick updates**

- Statistical support-case controlled studies – Kingshuk Roy Choudhury
- Identification of physician leadership for CT
- New financial policies regarding residuals – Susan Hall

VIII. **New Business**